HEALING MOVEMENTS

THE POWER OF DANCE
Everyone can dance. Of course we shouldn't just think of competitive
dancing here! It is merely the simple, instintictive set of motions...
Dance is the most ancient form of expressing ourselves, and provides
a perfect way for connecting and communicating with other people or
groups without using words. And of course it is a perfect way for getting
in touch for everyday women as well...
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TALES OF BODIES
Later on the pairs grow into

Slowly we get to the end of the demonstration
workshop and the socalled crystal dance is starting.
From all the other exercises this is probably the one
where the participants move around the most freely.
The task is simple: we hear some music, and the
participants fill the space with movements they
enjoy. Then, when someone feels that she would like
to take a second to rest, she assumes a position she
chooses at any point of the room, and the dancers
gather around her. Touching each other they
"crystallize" into group formations that assume the
most diverse and beautiful forms. If the person in
the center, the "core" is ready to move, the crystal
breaks up, and the free dance continues until
someone stops again and "calls" the others to herself.
This attention game continues like this for long
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Tibor Cece Kiss
and I ask him to tell me about the
origins of the Integrated Expression and Dance
Therapy (IEDT), how it works, its "scope," and what is
the extra that these not too traditional therapeutic
sessions can give to the participants. "Dance therapy
thrives on sources as ancient as mankind," he explains.
"Dance rituals have been used since old ages, but the
modern dance therapies go back to the United States
of the 1940s. The method of IEDT
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WHERE CAN YOU JOIN?
The IEDT Center launches a self-awareness and therapist training group once a year; one can join these at one of the first two sessions. A full training takes four years, but
one can complete the first or the first two years only as well. These focus on the first-hand experience of the method; the participants work intensely on their self-awareness
and evolving the potential inherent in their personality. Theoretical and methodological questions come up in the last two years for the future therapists. The range of
possibilities is constantly widening, as the ones finishing the training start offering new thematic or therapeutic groups as well. For more details see: www. tancterapia.com.
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feeling and a huge realization: this is really

emotional problems and difficulties will arise.
However, men and women will equally

I will use it in my work later on as well,"

how I move, this is me."

experience enrichment when exploring and
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WHEN
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dance therapy for giving her such a deep

In the therapeutic setting name, age,

axis until I was breathless, then I fanned out on

selfawareness; Bori, who works with

occupation don't matter; these superficial
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children as a special needs teacher, came to

pieces of information stay in the
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ON THE ROAD OF SELF
AWARENESS

experience!"

A feeling, a motion, that none of them

Ági, a PsychologyEnglish major, joined the

would have thought could spring from

group because she finds selfawareness of utmost

herself. "We are continuously taken by

importance as a future psychologist. "I was taken

surprise..," say the participants as one,

by this method; I'm sure that

laughing. "When we first did the mirroring

running down my face from crying and laughing

exercise in pairs," remembers Krisztina, "I

"IN THE THERAPEUTIC SETTING
NAME, AGE, OCCUPATION DON'T
MATTER; THESE SUPERFICIAL
PIECES OF INFORMATION STAY IN
THE BACKGROUND."

was just laughing while I was watching my
partner as she was mimicking me. This is
silly, I thought. Then suddenly I stopped in
astonishment and I started to realize that
I'm seeing myself. This was a very strong

FENCES

they are just not needed. "It is simply a
different level of knowing," says Zsuzsa.
"Knowing ordinary information about each
other will not create the kind of spiritual
community we have." "Here introducing
yourself is different; other questions
become important: »How are you feeling?
Show us a motion!« This tells so much
about a person," tells me Ági. So that the
participants of the therapy can step on the
road to selfawareness, they have to open
up entirely, and work off their deepest
feelings in front of almost complete
strangers. "I needed one year to
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THOUGHTS OF A DANCE THERAPIST

stop caring, who my partner was," says

course of the therapy, memories came up,

Experiences, stories, exploring the deepest ditches of
the soul, trust, development, healing. These
characterize that group as well, which started the third
year of the self-awareness and therapist training course
with the leadership of Vera Jarovinszkij.

Nadett. "Already at the first session we

which I couldn't have remembered

learnt unbelievably deep things about each

deliberately. The village where I was born

other, while we hadn't even learnt each

came to life in me, as well as my

other's name yet." "Opening up happens

grandmother who used to push me in the

How did you find dance therapy?

when you get into a situation and

swing..., because my body was

suddenly

remembering."

I was a Psychology major, and beside that I was
already deeply engaged in contemporary dance. I
started searching for a way to connect these two...
And you found it. With several years of experience behind your back,
what do you think: can anyone become a therapist?
It's not primarily a matter of psychological training; the determining factor is the
personality. It is necessary to be able to reflect upon yourself and to monitor your
actions and feelings. This is important so that you can tune on the other person,

you

experience,"

share

explains

a

very

strong

Krisztina.

"This

Although the groups are not built around

honesty gradually opens up the others as

a special problem, and according to the

well..." "Because you realize that the others

thematic structure of the training the

have feelings and problems similar to

second

yours, which are much easier to talk about

participants along the whole life, that is,

after another person has done it already,"

they process the critical sections of life

finishes Zsuzsa.

(like birth, childhood, adolescence, family,

and sense what is happening in a given moment. And of course, you should be

THE POWERFUL TOUCH

able to find joy in movements and dance.

During the therapy touching has an

Is the therapist rather directing or observing?

important role, as getting to know

The therapist needs to be able to stay in the background; she is just providing

ourselves includes getting to know our

support, while her presence has to convey security and acceptance. Of course it

bodies. In this respect everyone is enriched

feels good for anyone if the members of the group look up to her and look to her

by different emotions. Boris, for example,

for a solution, but this is exactly what a leader needs to let go, so that everyone

thinks that it is important to take it

can find her own way in the healing process.

gradually. "At first we started with

Healing sometimes goes hand in hand with painful and extreme

holding hands and giving massages, and it

reactions... Aren't you outworn by such untempered emotions?

was a good feeling to explore how

It happens that a topic, life story, narrative or feeling is touching for me. One has

place here; even personal problems. "For
me the first year was filled with the
largest emotional storms," tells me Nadett.
"On the first weekend I was already neck
deep in my divorce, and I wrote this
down on a piece of paper with red crayon:
»I want to ravage!« For this Cece wrote
me back: »Blue mattress.« Then he

existed, I would have come before my

That is, "so many men, so many minds..."

marriage

Exactly. The responsibility of the therapist lies also in how much she can sense
the state the client is in. As this method put the emphasis on bodily expression
and movements, many times very intense feelings surface in the form of

physical experiences, the experienced pain unwittingly tie us together.

can be brought in, as everything has a

light. If I had known that dance therapy

person is her own healer in the first place.

we've been moulded and have become a group together. The laughter, dancing,

topics in a flexible way, and everything

to see my situation in a very different

space for free, genuine communication. Also, how much she respects that every

daughter Hanna, in a way they are also my "children." Two years is a long time,

death), the group leader handles the

then. I was greatly relieved and I started

It is important how much she is able to create a safe atmosphere, to provide

I've received and I'm still receiving so much from them. Besides my five-year-old

the

gave out all my anger held back until

Where do you see the greatest responsibility of the group leader lies?

What is your relationship like with the members of the group?

take

all my emotions. I was hitting, yelling, I

to the patient as well.

therapist is there to support the participant when they have found the way out.

years

large mattresses, where I could get rid of

emotions to the group to some extent, as this apparent sympathy can be helpful

verbal times in one's life) or trance states. This is why it is very important that the

third

improvised a "rubber room" from two

to learn to handle these there in the therapeutic space. Sometimes we show our

physical reactions (sickness, physical pain), regressive (even falling back to pre-

and

pleasant these touches are, which have
been missing from my life." It was a whole
different experience for Nadett: "I
discovered that I can always trust my

"BY GETTING CLOSER TO
YOUR REAL SELF-IMAGE,
YOU START TO LOOK AT
OTHER PEOPLE
DIFFERENTLY AS WELL."

body. My intuitions have been

and the birth of my children. Emotionally

soaring and today I dare to listen to my

So dance therapy is a place, where –

hunches, as I have experienced that my

according to Krisztina – you can meet

body always tells me everything." Ági

yourself clearly and genuinely. "It is a huge

thinks that nowadays we treat our

power source to explore what lies within

bodies as secondary objects and take it

you," adds Ági. “When you lament the

for granted that we have them.

everyday problems, this is where you can

"In dance therapy it becomes evident that

draw energy from. Because you have

the body has its own life, with memories

experienced what you are capable of." Berni

and emotions," explains Ági. "One

finishes: "Dance therapy is the deposit for

example: as a child I did a lot of swinging.

physical and spiritual resources..."

When we started using the swing in the

here is where I've become an adult."

